
CS 152 Cheat Sheet Jeffrey Sher
12 Early/Simple Machines Trap Handler:saves EPC before enabling interrupts to

allow rested interruptsComputer Architecture:design of the abstraction layers to

implementinfo processing apps
Synchronous Trap:caused by exception on particular instr,

mustbe restarted
Instruction SetArchitecture:contractbetween software

Hold exceptions in pipeline until commit pt,earlieroverrides laterexceptionIhardware,giving programmer visible state -Pipeline hazards avoided through softwaretechniques3 Microcoding scheduling, loop unrolling
Microcoding:technique to manage control unit -

Delay writebacks so all operations

Single-Bus Datapathfor Microcoded RISC-V have same latency towate

67 Memory Small, FastBig,Slow
CPU=> Memory > Memory

RF,SRAM (DRAM)

Latency:time taken for a single operation starttofinish,
memory accessprocessor cycle time

Bandwidth:rateof which operations can be performed

Occupancy:time during which unit blocked on a operation

Inorder Superscalar Pipeline:fetch multiple instrupercycle
Temporal Locality:if referenced recently,likely tobereferencedagainsoon
2)Spatial Locality:if referenced nearby, otherclose locations likely
Caches
DirectMapped N-Way Associative

Each memory add associated w/ Each setis fullyassociate wi↑

UPCjump =next/spin/fetch) dispatch/frue / Stre one possible linewithin cache N lines in each set N compares
offset N ways

Vertical mode 00 -
Horizontal offset offset

- fever microcode steps -single datapath up per Minstr
index po tag

isi tag
- sparser encoding -> more bits - more compact -> less bits

Fully Associative
offset o I Index
00

45Pipelining Line can go in any row, I set Memory Tag
Iron Law:gram-posits are offset offset offset offset

tag -Do
Fetch -> Decode -> Execute-> Memory & Writeback Tag Index OffsetFD X M W

Structural Hazards:needs a resource being used by another Distinguish diff lines specifies set location of byte in

↳ Fix:adding more hardware instruction in pipeline ~I same index Bits:10gz (# setz) thelive

DataHazard:depends on datafrom prew instruction
Bits:Address bits- Index #sets:#lines/N Bits:

- RAW:Read afterWinter, data-dependance bits-offsetbits#lires=Cache size/line size
logz(linesize(bytes))

-WAR: Write afterRead, anti-dependence ReplacementPolicy
- WAW:Wrte afterWater,outputdependence 1) Random:fast
↳ Fix:Interlock: waitby holding nextinstr in issuestage2) LeastRecently Used:(LRU) complex, mustbe updated every access↳ Fix:Bypass:Resolvehazard earlier by bypassing when available
↳ Fix:Speculate:guess on value,correctif wrong

3)First.In,FirstOut:(FIFO) highly associative caches

Control Hazard:depends on branch/exception for next instraddr
↳)NotMost RecentlyUsed:(NMRU)FIFO 2 exception for mostma

- Branch Delay Slots:nextinstr afterbranch/jump is always Average Memory Access Time (AMAT)
executed before control flow change hit time Imiss rate *miss penalty
↓ complicates microarchitectures, removed in 1990s to improve performance, reduce any of thethree

↳ Fix:Branch Prediction:startexecuting nextinstr based on predictions Cache Misses:
CPI:measure cycles from firstinstr starttolastinstrfinish 1) Compulsory: firstreference toa line,misses evenw/ infinitecacheFull bypassing may be too expensive to implement
Exception:unusual internal eventcaused by program during execution

2) Capanty:cache too small, miss would occurral perfect
replacementpolicyInterrupt:external eventoutside of running program 3) Conflict:miss occurs be of collisions w/Ime placement,

Traps:Forced transfer of control to supervisor caused by would notoccur w/ full associativityexception or interrupt
Asynchronous Interrupts:110 device requests attention by larger cache size:+ ↓capanly,conflictmisses -hit time4

asserting one of prioritized interruptrequestlines Higher associatiity:+ ↓ conflictmisses,- increases hit time



Larger Line size: + A compolsory misses - conflict,miss penaltyExam
Wite Policy

less tag overhead
Microcode

9 Wnte Through:wrte bothcache &
memory WhemM[x]:

①Wite Back:wute cacheonly, memory wottenwhen entryencted
② no-water-allocate:onlywrite main memory on miss Loo

② wite allocate:fetch into cache on miss

↳ WiteBuffer:hold updated value Square
oflocation needed by read miss

↳ Sub-blocks (sector cache):valid bitadded to units smaller -always end on FETCHO Digits
than full line, read sub block on a miss Memory Decimal Hex Binary

↳ Multilevel Cache:increasing sizes of cache ateach level
#Virtual pages:Canaladdressi 00

·
0000

0 I 000l
local miss water:miss in cache/access tocache

02 0010
Global miss rate:miss in cache/CPU memory accesses 03 0011

Misses per instruction (MPI):misses in cache/# ofinstr-max physicalmemory:PPN bits*page 04 0100

05 010 1

0110Inclusive multilevel cache:inner cache only lines also in outer.Page table entryis indexedby VPN, · s 011 18 Prefetching -stores PPN and has memory 08 1000

Prefetching:speculateon future instruction and
address 09 100 1

data accesses and fetch intocache
1010

1011Usefulness:should produce hits -Physical memory found by S ↳ 1189Timeliness;notlate and notearly PPN+offset 1101) Prefetch on miss:pefetch bit on b miss
15 F !, i2) One Block lookhead (OBL) Scheme:prefetch bel forbaccess In fullyBypassed CPU:

8 7 6 54 3 2 I

3)Studed Prefetch:follow Sequence b+N,b+2N, ...
ADDS Store:store waits for 2225242 2220

9 Address Translation updated accumulator 128 b4 3216842 1

Base-and-Bound:base register and bound as boundaries

-External Fragmentation:non contiguous memory usage
Paged Memory System:program generated address split
into page num and offset,
can store large contiguous
virtual memory space using non-
contiguous physical memory pages
+process memory grows and
shanks dynamically

- Internal fragmentation:notall bytes on page used
Hierarchical Page Tables:multiple levels,allocatewhen needed

Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLB):cache translations

typically fullyassociative, randomor FIFO
10 Virtual Memory
Protection &Privacy:several users we privateaddress space bore
or more shared address spaces
Demand Paging:can run programs largerthan primarymemory
Page faults handled by
OS since ittakes a while

Virtual Index/Virtual Tag
(VIVT):cache beforeTLB

translate on miss

-Preventaliasing in cache
by directmapped



Midterm2 Chetsheet

11 Complex Pipelines 16 Multithreading
Dispatch:intro decoded and entersRoB,always inorder Thread Level Parallelism (TLP):many workloads can use

Issue Stage:holds instr waiting toissueforexecution
TLP, hard to get more optimization from ILP
- Multiprogramming:run independentsequential jobs

#Registerslimit instructions in pipeline Multithreaded: run one job fasterusing parallel threads
Register renaming:in decode,add to Reorder Buffer(ROB) - each thread requires PC,GPR, system state

Completion:keptin ROB until commit forpease exceptions Thread Scheduling Policies

-Limited by WAW,WAR
) Fixed Interleave N threads 1 instr every N cycles

↳
Fetch

decoder Buffer (ROB)
efune Result

2) Software Controlled interleave:S pipeline slots for Nthreads
Peach Butter

Issue

units
-

Buffer 3) Hardware Contolled thread scheduling:track ready threads
12 13 Out-of-Order Execution Coarse-gain:can run more cycles
Inorder Issue:Stalls on RAW,WAR/WAW, cannotissue Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT):instr from multiple

unless all preceding instr issued to exertion units threads to enterexecution on same clock cycle
Out-of-order Issue: dispatched in order to reservation

IcountChoosing Policy:
stations, following intocan be issued outof order fetch from thread we least

-data stay in reservation stations vs. tags onlyin
instr in flight

reservations, datain United Physical Registerfile
↳ If "p"set, use value in registerrite
Reorder Buffer:active instr, decoded but not committed
Unified Physical Register:single physical registerfile
during decode, tags in ROB
Address Speculation:executeload
of time 17 Vectors
14 Very Long Instruction Word (ULIW) Vectors:One into encodes N operations - independent, same

VLIW:multiple operations packed intoone instr functional unit, access contiguous block ofmemory,
parallelism within an instr, avoid data hazards Scalable Datalevel Parallelism (DLP)

Trace Scheduling:trace through mostfrequentbranch vector Startup:
using whole trace, and use profiling feedback functional unit latency:time through pipeline

↓ Object code compatability &objcode size dead time/recovery time:time before another vector
↓ Scheduling vanable latency men op into can startdown pipeline
Static Scheduling vs. Dynamic Scheduling instructions Vector Chaining:allows bypassing, dependentintoas soon

15 Branch Prediction as first result appears

Dynamic Branch Prediction:based on pastbehavor, Vector Stripmining: break loops intopieces thatfit
temporal or spatial correlation in registers
Branch History Table (BHT):change prediction after Vector Mask:for conditional execution in vectors

consecutive mistakes Packed SIMD:limited instr set, limited vector register
Branch Target Buffer (BTB):kep branch PC, target length
PC in theBTB,only taken branches jumps in BTB
↳ can redirect fetches earlier

Jump Register: Switch statements,jump to address, func, wa
In order BrPred: branch resolves before laterintocomplete
Outoforder BrPed:branch resolved after laterinto complete
Speculative Store Buffer:Store speculate memory accesses



18 GPUs

GPU computational performance for general purpose Multithreading

computing
Fixed Round Robin Scheduling

-consistsof multiple multi-thread SIMD cores ① Find longestlatency betweeninstr

inOrder ②Label 1, N+1,2N+1

-CPU sends good to GPU which distributes thread blocks & last - first I lautercy
among cores

Single Instruction,Multiple Thread (SIMA): individual scalar
Data DependentScheduling

instruction streams for each CUDAthread grouped steady state:max i insir thread can execute

together 32 CUDAthreads into warp switching off
① Find steady state
② End latency asubtract

③ Steady Side)
*NI latency - (instr betweenlongestlateng)

④ N+1

Use a mask vector for taken-nottaken branches

Exam

ROB

Enter ROB, Issue, WB, Commit:sequential,one ata time
Issue + WB atsame time

Commitmustbe in order

ROB sequential
Pay attention to ROB entres

Branching
A i=0 1=

1 j=2j=3

Counter 00 Ol 10

Predict 0 0 !
Actual I I i I

Software Pipelining



Final Cheatsheet

19 RISC-V Vectors Coherence Miss:

Vector Type Register(vtype):32vector data
↳True sharing miss:communication of data through

registers of size VLEN
cache coherence mechanism

vsetulird, isl, e8whype
parameters ↳ False shanny miss:live invalidated because some

I (SEW, LMUL, UTA, WMA) word in thelive is written into

resulting machine I requested application Snooping:mustprobe every other cache

rechor lengthsetting vector length (AVL) i use multiple interleared buses w/ interleared tag
ULMAX=LMUL* ULEN/SEW banks, point-to-pointnetwork

Directories:every memory
line has associated

directory info
track which

caches have

copies ofdata,
probe those

Cache States:
Vector Unit-Stride Loads/Stores

1) C-invalid:accessed data notresidentin cache

2) Eshared:data in cache, possibly othersites,
datain memory valid

3) C-modified exclusive tocache,hasbeen modified,
Vector LengthMultiplier(LMUL):longer vectorregisters, memory not up todatevector registergroups 4)C-transient:transientsent, notrecievedMasking:all operations can be under a mask
21 Cache Coherence

shared-Memory Multiprocessor:
-Multiple private caches for
performance

- illusion of single sharedmemory
Coherence:whatvalues can read return,rw to

single memory location
Consistency:when write visible to reads, who to

Shulkprechememeywater othermemory enter

22 Memory Consistency Models
Synchronization:

in other caches before Producer - Consumer:consumer mustwaituntil
wite producer produced data

Read Miss:if dirtycopy is Mutual Exclusion:only one process uses resource

found,write-back is performed atgiven time
before memory is read

Memory Consistency Model:Sequential ISAsees itCache State-Transition Diagram
Modified

in order,whatvalues can be returned by Id
- coherence:ensure memory system in parallel comp

Shared
Invalid as if caches were notthere

MESI:E state

(Exclusive,clean) Sequentially consistency:resultof any execution

is same as if operations were in sequential
Inclusion:entres in LI mustbe in L2

False Sharing:cache-coherence done attheline level -order,orderpreseninginterleaving
ofmenofthe

notword level



Store Buffer:allows stores tobuffered while waitry Exam
for access to shared memory

TSO (Total Store Order):strongestmemory model VIDT: min associativty for no virtual
in common use address aliasing in VIPI-allows local buffering of stores by processor

num ways)* (now sets)*(Linesize) = (Page Size)Strong Memory consistency Models:more guarantees on I
ordering of loads & stores across hardware threads,

2
* 2, 8 associality needed

easierSteveProgramming modelmorehasanene Coherence Protocol
sees writes by anotherprocessor in same order

Weak, non-multi-copy-atomic memory models:processor
can see another writes in diff orders

Relaxed Memory Models:each program can have diff

memory models

23 synchronization
Mutual Exclusion:to avoid a deadlock,letprocess

give up reservation while waitingDekker'sAlgorithm
Cache coherency

Regular loads and stores in SC model sufficient
to implementmutual exclusion
Atomic Memory Operations (AMD):two ordering bits
acqure and release

Non-blocary synchronication allows calical section
toexecute who taking lock
Compare- and-Swap:complex instr,double compare -and-

swap toaccess two words

Load-Reserved/Store- Conditional:livein cache in EM state
RISC-V Atomic Instr:guaranteed forward progress
for simple operations


